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José Mariano Gago – personal memories  
Svein Sjøberg, Science educator, University of Oslo, Norway  
 
I first got to know Mariano when he launched the work on a "white paper for science education in 

Europe" in the early 1990s. He had invited a group of science educators and communicators from 

several European countries to join his group for this work.  

We had several productive meeting in and around Lisbon. The final report, Science in Schools and the 

Future of Scientific Culture in Europe, was published in 1995. 

When we had the closing meeting in Estoril, Mariano thanked his international group, and made a final 

comment: "By the way, I have just been appointed as Minister of Education and Research. I have some 

plans for the future. I hope to work with you on this. Have a safe trip home." 

 

Mariano Gago with colleagues and his international expert group for "Future of Scientific Culture in 

Europe", Lisbon, Feb 1995. From left( not all): Svein Sjøberg (N), Harrie Ejkelhof (NL), Bjørn Andersson (S), 

Mariano Gago (Pt), Vasilis Koulaidis (Greece), Albert C Paulsen (DK), Kurt Riquards (D), Paul Caro (F) and 

Joan Solomon (UK) 

And Mariano was right; he had plans! Shortly after taking office as minister, Gago established the first 

elements of what was to become the most well-known science communication project in Europa: 

Ciência Viva. I had the pleasure, as one of the handful science educators from other countries to be a 

member of the international committee. We took part in discussions, gave advice, and also became 

involved in the evaluation of the progress and development over the years to come. 
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The cooperation with Mariano also gradually became a personal relationship. The connection also 

involved our families, also because his wife, Karin, has roots to Norway, and since Mariano's daughter, 

Katarina, is the same as age as my own daughter.  

 

 Mariano, his daughter Katarina and wife Karin, at the Viking museum, Oslo, 2004 

The personal relationship also included Mariano's close partners who were recruited to Ciência Viva 

from the fist years, in particular Rosalia Vargas and Ana Noronha. Rosalia has for a long time been the 

director of Ciência Viva and in currently also President of Ecsite, The European network of science 

centers and museums with a total of nearly 400 institutions and organizations. 

In 1998, when Expo was arranged in Lisbon, the great Pavillion of Knowledge was opened, and has since 

then played a majour role as a hub for the impressing portfolio of science communication activities, 

including the nearly twenty science centers, Centros Ciência Viva, around in Portugal.   
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On stage with Rosalia Vargas 

 

From around year 2000 Mariano also became a key person in in the European Union to promote 

"science culture", the term that he so frequently used. The European Commission's "high-level group on 

Human Resources for Science and technology" was established after an initiative by Mariano, also to be 

led by him. The well-known British scientists and expert on the political, social and cultural aspects of 

science in society, John Ziman, became his close partner in the process of carrying out this work, where 

the process of engaging various groups and stakeholders was as important as the final product. I had the 

honour and the pleasure to work with them for two years that this project lasted. The work involved and 
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engaged science unions, universities, industry, labour unions  and several interest groups in hearings, 

conferences etc.  

The final product was the report Europe needs more scientists, published in 2004. This report has been 

instrumental in promoting science and technology education in Europe and its member countries, and 

has also been a foundation for later initiatives in Europe.  

 

In the following years, up to this year, I had the pleasure of meeting and working with Mariano on 

several occasions. We met last summer in Cascais, and we met in Brussels on 28th November 2014.  

 

Mariano hosting my wife and me for talks in Cascais, last summer, 2014 
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Mariano had at that time worked for some months as "Thinker in residence" (!) for the Royal Flemish 

Academy of Belgium for Science and the Arts to give explore and give advice on nothing less than The 

Future of Flanders as a Knowledge-Based Society, and I was once again invited to contribute to this 

process.  

This work culminated with a conference that brought together a large variety of people, representing 

institutions and organizations that do not often sit around the same table for discussions. He also 

delivered strongly supported advice – and indeed outspoken critique of current Belgian politics. He 

seemed to be in excellent shape, and nobody heard anything about any kinds of health problems.  

 

Mariano Gago, Irina Veretennicoff and Svein Sjøberg, Brussels, Nov 28 2014  

Koninklijke Vlaamse Academie van België voor Wetenschappen en Kunsten 

This was to be my last meeting with Mariano, a person I came to appreciate more and more, both as an 

academic thinker and as a an activist for the place of science in a broad cultural meaning, with a role to 

play in a modern democracy. Mariano was not only an advocate of science education, research and 

excellence, but also of social justice and equity.  

And, over the years, I also learned to know as an extraordinary warm and caring person, always being 

interested in the welfare and happiness of other people. He will be remembered – and we will miss him.  

 Oslo May 3. 2015, Svein Sjøberg  


